Commonly Used .dot Phrases/SmartLinks

Pediatrics
- **momob** Mom’s age, OB history, prenatal labs
- **momobtype** Mom’s ABO and RH
- **.birthweightchange** birth/current % of difference
- **.preppeds** pre op H&P
- **.bmi** calculated from ht/ and wt
- **.wfa, .wfl, .wfs** growth chart percentiles
- **.dol** days of life for baby
- **.ped** pulls in baby’s birth hx
- **.gab** pulls in baby’s GA at birth

OB/Gyn
- **.gp** gravida and parity
- **.obhist** gravida and parity & info on each preg
- **.diagx** encounter diagnosis
- **.obmd** many quick note options available

Common Labs
*Consult a trainer to learn how to bring in more than one result for each*
- **.bmg .cmpanel .cbc .hepatic .thyroid .coag .renal .cardiacmarkers .coagswptt .edpoc** (for ER istat labs EV only)

Ambulatory / In-Patient
- **.id** gives you patient name, age and sex
- **.name** first and last name
- **.he** he/she as appropriate
- **.caphe** capitalizes he/she
- **.him** him/her as appropriate
- **.his** his/hers
- **.dob .mnn .age .sex** patient details
- **.allergy or .alg** long and short versions
- **.diagx** encounter diagnosis
- **.td** today’s date
- **.fdate** formal today’s date (March 17, 2009)
- **.me** your name
- **.vs** last set of vital signs includes ht and wt
- **.weight**
- **.prob** active chronic problem list
- **.hprobil** active hospital problems
- **.probhosp** problem list w/assess *** and Plan ***
- **.sochx** links documented social hx
- **.pmhrefresh** links documented PMH
- **.phhreffresh** links documented PSH
- **.famhxrefresh** links in documented fam hx
- **.cmdmed** current active meds
- **.actmed** meds actively taking (red check mark)
- **.timeout**
- **.teaching** options for documenting resident oversight
- **.roslist** (full ROS lists) also individual list (e.g. .rosclv)
- **.pelist** (includes all of the physical lists) also one for each individual system (e.g. .lungexam)

Ambulatory Specific
- **.pnote** pulls in last note
- **.dictate** use in notes field if dictating
- **.rfvn** reason for visit [cc] narrative
- **.rft** chief complaint only
- **.lastlabsmostrecent** most recent labs
- **.diagx short form**
- **.pcp**
- **.visiorder** all orders from that encounter
- **.cmddlist** medication list without the sig
- **.vitalsmultiple** displays multiple vitals in office visit

Hospital/HOV Specific
- **.ptameds** pre-hospital meds
- **.meddischarge** links discharge meds after reconciliation completed
- **.tmax24h** temp max over last 24 hours
- **.pulseoxra** last documented O2sat
- **.admit** admission date
- **.admitdx** admission diagnosis
- **.soap** last vs. labs, active problem list with places to enter assessment and plan
- **.preopadult or .preoppeds** standard H&P templates
- **.preopassess** must be entered immediately prior to surgery
- **.preocancer** for preop cancer surgeries
- **.postop** must be completed immediately after any surgical procedure